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Implementation of Encoders and Decoding
Performance Analysis of Direct Product

Convolutional Codes

Carlos A. Medina C.r and May'teé Zambrano N.l
rschool of Electrical Engineering, Universidad Tecnológica de Panamá, Panamá

{ carlos.medi na, maylee.zambrano} @utp.ac.pa

Abstracl-Direct product convolutional codes are the result of a

special concatenated scheme based on the well-known method of
direct product for combining block codes. The approach taken
for its construction is to consider convolutional codes as block
codes over the field of rational functions F(D). This relatively
new codes has been previously defined and investigated by the
author, but in this instance, further properfies and aspects about
the product convolutional codes are considered. The new aspects
studied are: some properties and physical realization ofencoders,
considerations on convergence ofdecoding based on EXI'f charts
and the effect of the blocking factor on BER performance in
AWCN channel. In addition, the construction of
multidimensional product convolutional codes is considered.

Keyw o rds-blocki ng factor, d irect prod uct convol u tional codes,
EXIT chart, multidimensional code, physical realization of
encoders.

I. INTRODUCTION

¡/^too¡ combining or concatenation is a design method to
Uc¡eate n.* 

"rrL 
detection and correction codes based on

other well-known codes with desirable properties. This
allows for new codes with beneflcial characteristics. such as:

larger distances. better random and burst error correction
capabilities, low density parity check matrices and the use of
low complexity iterative decoding methods.

Among the many combining methods proposed for block
codes, one of the earliest is the direcl product proposed by
Elias in 1954 []. On the other hand, for convolutional codes,
the concatenation of two or more short constituent codes was

first proposed by Forney [2]. Later, Blokh and Zyablov
described a generali:ed code concatenation l3f, and then
several concatenation schemes followed: parallel
concalenated convolutional codes (PCCC), known as turbo
codes were introduced by Berrou et al. [4]; serially
concatenated conyolulional codes (SCCC) [5], which use the
same components of PCCC; and woven convolutional codes
(WCC) proposed in [6]. which are the result of a turlher
development of SCCC. In addition, Lodge et al. in [7][8],
described a method similar to the direct product of block
codes for convolutional codes.

Looking for new concatenated schemes for convolutional
codes. the method of direct product convolutional codes
(DPCC) was introduced in [9]. DPCCs are based on two main

concepts: i) the classic algebraic description by Forney of
convolutional codes as block codes over the finite field of
rational functions F(D), and ii) the direct product method for
block codes.

Multiple characteristics of DPCCs are investigated in [9] -
[5]. Fufthermore, in [2] a general method for combining
convolutional codes, based on the indicated concepts, was also
proposed.

ln this work we present other aspects regarding encoding
and decoding of DPCCs. which are not considered in the
previous references.

The paper starts with some definitions and properties of
DPCCs. showing how these codes result from the direct
product oftwo component codes. Then. some properties ofthe
generator and parity check matrices are considered, as well as

the physical implementation of encoders. In addition, two
iterative decoding methods for DPCCs, serial and product
decoding, are compared using extrinsic information transfer
(EXIT) charts, and the efl'ect of a blocking factor on the
performance of a DPCC over an AWGN channel is also
considered. Finally, we address the construction of
multidimensional DPCCs.

II. DEFINITIONS AND PROPERTIES

The algebraic description of convolutional codes and their
close similarity to block codes allow us to: apply the direct
product method. defined for block codes, to convolutional
codes; define the new code, and determine its generator and

parity check matrices, in an equivalent tbrm to block codes.

Let F be a Galois field, F : GF(q) (where q is a prime
power 4 : pk, with p a prime number and k a positive integer),
and F(D) the field of rational functions over F in the

undetermined D. Then. each non-zero element a(D) of F(D)
can be represented as a ratio of polynomials over .8, a(D) :
p(D)lq(D), where p(D) and q(D) are relatively prime. Thus,

we consider the following deflnitions of a convolutional code

and its generator and parity check matrices, similar to a block
code.

978-t-4799-7 162-61 141$3 r .00 020r 4 rEEE



Definition l: An (r.,t) g-ary convolutional code C is defined

as a k-dimensional subspace of [F(D)]'. where .E: GF(q). i.e..

as a subspace ofthe vector space of r-tuples over the rational

field F(D). The rate R of the code C (ak) is defined as R: kln.

Examples and simulations in this work consider only binary
convolutional codes. i.e., F: GF(z).
Definition 2:, A k , n matrix G(D) over F(D) whose rows

form a basis of an (n,k) convolutional code is called a

generator matrix ofthe code.

Let c(D) : [c,(D) ... c,(D)] be a code-word of a

convolutional code C (n,t). and u(D) : Íu,(D) ... u*(D)) an

information word. both in F(D). Then. the coding rule. similar
to block codes. is

c(D)=u(D)G(D) (l)

Definition 3: For any convolutional code C (n,k). a parity

check matrix l{D) of the code is a r x n matrix in F(D) with
rank r: z - ft, such that c(D) is a code-word of C if and only if

c(D)ÉIr(D): o

where T denotes the transposition operator.

With these definitions and applying the direct product

method we have the definition of a direct product

convol utional code (DPCC):
Definition 4; Let C 1nh,il¡ and C' (n',k') be convolutional
codes with code length ,o y n''; and free distances I and d'.
respectively. Then. the direct product code C : C I C'' is
defined to be an (i n'',k'' t') code whose codewords consist of
all n" , no anays in which the columns belong to C'' and the

rows to C. fne rate of the direct product code is given by

U¿ tl I n'' nh'1 : R"d. Thus. this code is a Ék, subspace of

lF(D)l-n"' .

Now, let us consider the generator and parity check

matrices and the encoding process of the DPCC.

Let Gh and G" be generator matrices of the horizontal and

vertical codes C 01.il) and C'' (n'',1¿'), respectively. Consider

an information matrix U(D) k' x il over F(D). To obtain a

code-word (matrix) the encoding can be done in two orders:

row (horizontalFcolumn (vertical) or column-row. resulting
in the same code-word (matrix). In the first case. each row of
U(D) is first encoded with the matrix G'(D). and then each

column of the resulting matrix V(D): U(D)G'1O¡. is encoded

using the matrix G''(D). resulting the code-word

c(D): c'f (o)Íu(»)ch(o)) (3)

o with the column-row similar process,

c(D): lG'r(D)U(D))Gh(D) (4)

Both encoding processes are illustrated in Fig. l. Note that. in

any case, the code-word matrix is given by

c(D)= c'r(o)u(o)ch(») (5)

This expression (ofthe encoding procedure) can be rewritten

for the DPCC in the traditional form. expression (l).

c(D): U(D)G(D) (6)

where the generator matrix G(D) is given by

G(D): G''(D) @ Gh(D) (7)

and @ indicates the Kronecker product.

Since generator matrices G''(D) and GhlD¡ have elements in
F(D). i.e.. they are rational matrices. from expression (7)

results that G(D) is also a rational maf¡ix il k' x nh n'with full
rank. Thus. the code C generated by (6) is the direct product of
the codes C and C'. and it is a convolutional code with
dimension 1nh n''. É k.¡.

Figure l. Encoding ofa direct product convolutional code.

Let Il'(D) ana ¡t@) be parity check matrices of the

component codes C' and C. respectively. From Definition 4

we have:

c@)t{@)=o (8)

where the parity check matrix H(D) is given by

[/-,8H'rD)lH(D)-l" "r (e)
[Hn(D)A1"r,l

where ./. is an identity matrix lrl x la. Note that É(D) has

redundant rows. and therefore it can be reduced. In addition. if
n'' or nh is large. matrix l{D) could be sparse and iterative
decoding methods for LDPC (low density parity check) codes

could be used.

An interesting property of the new scheme is that the

generator matrix of the DPCC inherits the properties of the

component codes. Consequently. if a DPCC is built with
constitutive codes whose generator matrices are minimal, the

resulting generator matrix will be a non-catastrophic generator

matrix, the canonical control form of the matrix is a minimal
encoder and the corresponding Forney trellis ofthe code is a

minimal trellis. Likewise, if the generator matrices of the

component codes are systematic. then the DPCC matrix is also

systematic. In addition. it is important to consider the memory

z and the constraint length l of the DPCC [9], which are

given by:

l-1

(2)

I
I

ntl
i

m: m'' + mh (t 0)



where D¡17.¡(c¡,c2) is the Hamming distance between two
vectors c¡ and c2 in F(D), i.e., the number of positions in

which vectors differ. Since the code is linear, d¡¡ is also equal

to the minimum Hamming weight over all nonzero code-
words c(D), over F(D), of C.

For a given convolutional code C (n,k) we have

dB(C) = min.,,., {De1r1(cr, cr)J

dn<nanddn3dt

Thus, for a DPCC, with component codes C''
resulting free distance is:

d12d¡: d¡xd6

where d ¡ : da(C') and I n 
: du(C). In addition,

,h t' ,r'hv=Ky +Nv (l l)

where rz'', mh, v'' y y' are the memories and constraint lengths

of the component cotles C" and C. respectively.
Concerning the free distance d¡ of the DPCC, which is a

fundamental parameter related to the performance of the code.

it can result smaller than the product of the free distances of
the component codes, l¡, d1, To estimate d7 and determine
restrictions that guarantee the product distance,

dt'- ltdt ( l2)

a block distance ofa code has been defined [9]:
Definition 5: The block distance dn of an (r,k) convolutional
code C is defined to be

III. ENCODING ASPECTS

The physical implementation of a DPCC encoder can be

done in several forms. In this section, two possible structures,

which are straightforward, are considered. In the first one, the

encoder is built from individual encoders of the component

codes. Independently ofthe blocking factor used for any ofthe
constituent codes. the encoders correspond simply to the

original (not blocked) codes. The total number ofencoders in
this structure is determined by the encoding procedure, row-
column or column-row, and the blocking factor M used for
one ofthe component codes. The general structure ofthis type
of encoder is shown in Fig. 2, where x andy denote hori:ontal
(h) or verticol (v). depending on the encoding order of the

component codes.

Consider, for example, a DPCC with component codes

C @',tl) and C' (r'',/r''), and a blocking factor M for the

horizontal code. Then. the encoder for this DPCC, C : C' 8
C¡¡,1, consists of:

. Row-Column encoder'. /,: ,t'' encoders tbr C and, ly= Mnh

encoders for C''. ln this case, x = 
uh and y : "r".

o Column-Row encoder: tr: Mtl encoders fbr C' and /, : ¿''

encoders for C. In this case, , = "v" and y = "h''.
Note that the output sequence c ofboth encoders contains ,4''

sequences c,', I ( i ( r'', from the horizontal code C and Mnh

sequences c;' , I < j < ¡z'. of the vertical code C' .

:tlr

Figure 2: General structure of a DPCC encoder.

The second structure for the encoder of the DPCC can be

implemented directly from the resulting generator matrix G(D)
given by (7). This construction could result in a structure less

complex in terms of the total number of delay elements

compared with the previous encoder.
Another possible structure is given in [7] and [8], but the

original codes are modified and there are delay elements to
implement time division interleaving in the encoders of the

component convolutional codes.

(13)

( l4)

and C, the

( l5)

d1 2maxrrdndt;iudtl ( t6)

Hence. if the block distance of at least one of the component
code equals its free distance. the product distance (12) is
guaranteed.

In general, short codes do not reach their fiee distance due

to (14). But this can be overcome by using a blocked
convolutional code. The blocking procedure does not change

the convolutional code (n,t) as the set of symbol sequences

over the base field F. Blocking a code by a factor M only
gather the blocks symbols of length z in larger blocks of
length Mn, resulting in a code C¡a(Mn,Mk), which is basically
the original code. The block distance of a convolutional code

grows with the M factor until it reaches the code free distance,
see (14), resulting

d6(C¡a) : d¡ (17)

fbr a given M.The necessary value of M fbr the block distance
to reach the free distance ofthe code can be calculated using
the active distances (column and reverse column) of the

considered convolutional code [9].



In Fig. 3 there is an example of a column-row encoder for a

DPCC given by C = C' E C¡z¡, where the component codes

are [5,7]s binary convolutional codes with generator matrices
given by C(D) : (1+D2 l+D+D'¡. The blocking factor is M:
2 and the resulting code rate is R: 2/8. Hence. the generator

matrix of the resulting DPCC is
c(D)= G'ID) I Gh¡zlD) ( l8)

G(D)=(t+»2 t+D+D2)@
/1+D l+D 0 1 \ .(.-;- -D" t+o t+il (le)

on the MAP family implemented in the software developed by
W. Schnug and described in [6].

For concatenated codes. the decoding method is adapted to
reflect the construction ofthe code, so that in the case ofour
DPCC with two component codes. two SISO decoders are

used. These decoders interchange reliability information
corresponding to the component codes.

The encoding procedure and the structure of the DPCCs
allow using an iterative decoding method for serially
concatenated codes. or an iterative decoding called product
decoding. which is also known as MAP filtering [7]. In [3].
block diagrams for an iterative serial decoder and for a

product decoder are illustrated. Both have the same structure-
which is shown in Fig. 5, but they differ in the information
they process and share between modules. In both cases. the
code-word is used as input but in each method the information
exchanged between the SISO modules is different. In serial
decoding. only reliability values of one of the component
codes are exchanged. whereas in product decoding. values of
whole code-words (both component codes) are used.

Figure 5: Block diagram ofa general iterative decoder for a

direct product convolutional code.

In the following. the convergence analysis for both, serial

and product. decoding methods is described using the extrinsic
information transfer (EXIT) charts.

The method of the EXIT charts [7] allows the analysis of
the convergence behavior of iterative decoders. This tool is
used to compare the convergence of the serial and product

decoding methods of the binary DPCC C = C' 8 Cr:l
generated by (.l9) to transmit information over a memoryless

AWGN channel using BPSK modulation.
Basically. an EXIT chart describes the flow of extrinsic

information through the SISO decoders in the decoding
process ofa concatenated scheme. Two curves. corresponding
to the transfer characteristics (exlrinsic information vs a priori
information) of the inner and outer decoders are combined in

one plot to obtain an EXIT diagram ofthe concatenated code.

One interesting characteristic of DPCCs is that, because any

code-word can be decomposed in code-words of any of the

component codes independently ofthe encoding process. then

any ofthe component codes can be decoded first or second in

the decoding process. In the following explanation, we refer to
inner and outer codes and decoders to indicate which code is
decoded first (inner) and which second (outer) in the serial and

product decoding. without the terms being related to the

encoding process because what has been explained above.

The inputs to the inner decoders are the channel values and

the a priori values /o, of the inner code. Io¡ correspond to
information bits for serial decoding and to code bits for
product decoding. The decoder generates extrinsic I¿¡ ?nd

channel /. information. Similar to 1,. l"¡ is reliability of

Gr 7o7 =

We wrote the transpose of the matrix G(D) only for (printing)
convenience.

Figure 3: Column-Row encoder for C = C" E C121 using
individual encoders.

An encoder for the same DPCC, C -- C'' @ Cpl, but using

the equivalent generator matrix G(D) is illustrated in Fig. 4.

Figure 4: Encoder for C = C'' I C1:1 using the DPCC
generator matrix.

IV. CoNVERGENCE ANALYSIS OF DECODING METHODS

From the encoding process. DPCCs result to be a special

form of serially concatenated convolutional codes. which

suggests the application of some sort of iterative decoding

method. These methods are based on algorithms that use

reliability information as input and generate reliability
information at the output (SISO - soft input sofi output). ln
general, these methods use some algorithm from the family of
MAP algorithms (macimum a posteriori probabiliry\. and in
this paper, the decoding algorithms use SISO modules based

1+D+D2+D3
7+D+D2+D3

0

7+D2
1+D3
7+D3

0
7+D+D2

0

D+D3
1+D+D2+D3
1+D+D2+D3

0

D+D2+D3
7+D3
1+D3

:C1=Ot-Oa- O.+ O, - O.- O_
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information bits for serial decoding or code bits fbr product

decoding. In order to obtain the transfer characteristic of the

inner decoders, we consider one decoder with inputs fiom the

cannel d at a particular E¡lNoratio, a priori values /,, tiom a

source of Gaussian distributed values with variance olu, and

mean value lto,. The distribution p", of fhe extrinsic output

infbrmation is then computed by means of Monte Carlo

simulation for a specific parameter combination (1,,, EblNo)

similar to [ 7]. Simulations are based on the fbllowing
considerations: l) it is only necessary to simulate one inner

decoder and one outer decoder - for a product convolutional
code, all individual decoders corresponding to the inner code

are the same and all individual decoders ofthe outer code are

the same; il) fbr serially concatenated codes in AWGN
channel, the extrinsic values coming fiom the outer decoders

are almost Caussian distributed and the interleavers keep the a

priori values fairly uncorrelated over many iterations [17].
The transfer characteristic of the outer decoder is the

relationship between the outer extrinsic information /",, and the

outer a priori information 1r,,. Note that /",, does not depend on

the channel E¿lNo. The transfer characteristic of the outer

decoder is obtained by simulating the outer decoder with a

Gaussian source at the input for different values of the

variance and then the distribution of the extrinsic outputp..,, is
calculated using Monte Carlo simulation.

The curves of the EXIT chart in Fig. 6 correspond to the

inner and outer decoders of the serial and product decoding

schemes for the DPCC C : C'' I C'¡:1 previously considered.
with an E6lNo:1.0 dB.

to the fhct that a decoding trajectory is the result of a

simulation based on measurements of mutual information and

the assumptions of Gaussian distribution and independency of
the a priori values.

From the results shown in Fig. 6 we note that product

decoding is fáster and requires less iterations than serial

decoding fbr convergence.

V. BLOCKING FACTOR AND BER PER-FORMANCE

When the code-word (matrix) of a DPCC is formed, the

serial transmission of symbols over the channel can be done

row-by-row (code-words of C¡ or column-by-column (code-

words of C'). Il the inner decoder (first decoder) corresponds

to the component code opposite to the transmitted code, .i.e.,
use C' as inner code foi iow-by-row transmission or C ut
inner code lbr column-by-column transmission, then the

blocking facfor M plays the role of an interleaver size for the

DPCC. allowing to spread the channel errors and reducing the

correlation among the sequences of both decoders in the

decoding stages. Hence, an improvement on the perfbrmance

of the iterative decoding can be expected by increasing the

blocking factor.
To evaluate this transmission-decoding approach, we plot

the bit error rate (BER) curves (Fig. 7) of a system using a
DPCC. C : C' @ Cp¡, for several blocking factors M(1. 5.

8. 10. 25. 50) in AWGN. BPSK modulation and product
decoding with 3 iterations.

It is shown that the BER improves significantly from M: 1

to ,1.,1 
: 5. for which the DPCC reaches its product free distance

(16). i.e.. dt = dt /r: (SXS):25. The next incrementsof M
(8. l0) improve the BER up to a certain value after which only
marginal improvements are obtained with further increments

of,t/ (25, 50). In this case, an adequate value of M to have a
good perfbrmance u'ithout unnecessary complexity is 10.

05 I t5 .2 l5 ] li I
Ear\ (dB)

Figure 7: BER for DPCC CP: C' 8 C¡¡afor several values of
.[1 using product decoding.

, .tl
I

p

05
0?

L
1,,

0

0

0l 03 0¡ 0J 0? 0i

Iai.Ieo

Figure 6: EXIT chart with iterative decoding trajectories at

ElNo:1.0 dB.

The decoding trajectory is drawn, as a zigzag path. between

the transf'er characteristic curves of the inner and outer
decoders. This tra.iectory represents the exchange of extrinsic
information between inner and outer decoders. These paths

indicate approximately the number of iterations required fbr
convergence but not necessarily the exact number. This is due

09



Thus, the blocking factor M is an important parameter. since
it not only allows the DPCC to have product free distance. as

shown in (17) and (16), but also because greater values than
the minimum needed to reach the product distance result in
furlher improvement of the BER perfbrmance. Nevertheless.
greater values of M also increase the complexity. so it is
necessary to determine an adequate value of M. to increase the
performance but to keep the complexity' as low as possible.

ln addition. greater values of M could be used to deal with
other types of channel effects, such as burst errors. even
though the minimum free distance of the direct product
convolutional code will not increase.

VI. MULTIDIMENSIoNALCoDES

So far, the DPCC has been created by combining two
component convolutional codes. C : Cr I C2. resulting in
code-words (matrices) of 2-dimensions. lf this code is used
now as one of the component code of another DPCC. let say

C' : C I C3, the resulting code will have 3-dimensional code-
words. Then. if we useT component codes. the resulting DPCC
will haveT-dimensional code-words. which can be arranged in
a hypercube of dimension j with length in each dimension
given by the length ofthe corresponding component code.

Multidimensional codes could be useful for applications
transmitting j-dimensional data. such as: pictures and video
images, tomography and magnetic resonance imaging. or
MIMO communication svstems.

In general, a given property of the 2-dimensional code (e.g..
block distance or free distance) can be extended to j-
dimensional codes by induction. [n addition. the encoder and

decoder of a7'-¿¡..nr¡onal code can be easily' derived from the
structures discussed in Sections III and IV.

VII. CoNCLUSIONS AND FURTHER STUDIES

The algebraic description ofconvolutional codes allou us to
treat them as block codes. and therefbre use combining
methods developed for block code on convolutional codes.

One of these methods is the direct product. which results in
the so called direct product convolutional codes. In this paper

some further properties and aspects about encoding and

decoding of such concatenated scheme are considered. and it
is shown that these codes have good properties. such as:

product free distance. which can be achieved using blocked
codesl several low-complex encoder implementations: a low-
complexity decoding procedurel good BER performance in
AWGN, and the possibility to construct multidimensional
codes by using more than two component codes.

Some other studies can be done. mainly in comparing the
complexity and performance of the DPCC: in other channels
(e.g., BEC and wireless channels). in applications such as

MIMO systems and coded modulation schemes. where it can

compete with similar concatenated schemes (PCCC. SCCC.
WCC) and using decoding methods for LDPC codes when the
parity check matrix results significantly sparse.
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